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Alumni feedback: 2012 – 2016 Batch 

Based on the alumni feedback taken during the alumni meet and also whenever they visit the 

college, the following are the key takeaways consolidated 

 More industrial visits can be conducted, which helps in the development of student’s 

awareness on job functions in the industries, attitude to adapt industrial environment, 

proper practical and relevant knowledge, skills and competencies etc. 

 To accommodate syllabus with project based learning. 

 To conduct expert talk on latest updates in cloud computing, Software development 

skills, Basic vSPhere Networking based. 

 To motivation the students to work more on lab experimentations, innovation and 

research, concept of paper writing and patenting. 

 To enhance students' technical expertise in phase with the curriculum. 

Employee feedback: 2012 – 2016 Batch 

 Seminars are the most proficient method to get ready for placements, personality 

development, investigating abilities, employability skills, technical skills to be 

coordinated for students to improve the degree of performance 

 The curriculum can bridge the gap between industry and academic 

 The Syllabus can include courses on Project based learning 

 Students can be more exposure to open source tools  

 More opportunity should be given to students to active participation in technical 

events and expose the student ability to industry experts. 

 The curriculum can help in building entrepreneurial motives, which helps the students 

for starting their ventures 

 Buddies from college can provide inputs to current students on recent advances in 

research, Industry needs and area of expertise on courses like Data Structures, 

Algorithms, programming paradigm, useful resources in the web for self-learning in 

coding, Tips for cracking the technical / coding round test and many more. 



 

 

Student Feedback:2012 – 2016 Batch 

 After receiving feedback from students, various expert talks can be provided insights 

on the recent advancements Data Science and Machine Learning , IoT, and 

Transactions Management in Database, etc. to gain more knowledge about the 

trending technologies 

 As per the recommendations of the students, guest talk on entrepreneur can be 

conducted.  

 Selection of electives by students based on their career path. 

 Students was given good opportunities, awareness about best practices and practical 

working environment through frequent industrial visits.   

 Increase in the number of industrial visits can help students to identify their 

prospective area of work like software development, testing, design and automation 

and many more. 

 For Gate and competitive exams, students suggested courses like FAFL to be 

included in the curriculum during their initial 5th/6th semesters. 

 Self study topics beyond syllabus can be listed and circulated with students. 

 

Course Coordinators Feedback: 2016-2017 

To enhance the curriculum and edify knowledge of the students on current modern 

prerequisites, the course coordinators proposed to fuse the gaps identified in the syllabus 

endorsed for the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth semester 

 The BOS members commented, the COs and POs should be mapped accordingly and 

also included in the syllabus and lesson plan for the better understanding  

 

 The members of BOS suggested to have a uniform format to represent the name of the 

textbook and reference books and also changed it as per IEEE standard format. 

 

 The members also suggested that to maintain Career based tracks, the student must be  

empowered with basic knowledge by including the very in-depth fundamental 

knowledge into the syllabus of respective subjects 
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Action plan 2017-2018 based on 2016-2017 Feedback summary: 

Based on the Alumni feedback: 

 To improve students’ learning in a more interactive, topic-specific way, workshops on 

the latest updates in Data Science & Machine Learning and IoT can be conducted. 

 The industry readiness with recent software projects and application advancement is 

required to students to expertise in different programming like C, C++, C#, 

JavaScript, VB, NET, R, PHP, Java, and python. 

 To accommodate syllabus with project based learning. 

 Expert talk on the latest updates in cloud computing, Software development skills, 

Basic vSPhere Networking based on alumni suggestions. 

 Many seminars and symposium with technical and non-technical student engagement 

activities were conducted to enhance students' technical expertise. 

 

Based on the Employee feedback: 

 In all courses, the fifth chapter – 20% of syllabus every semester is handled by 

Industry experts. All labs have minimum 3 experiments beyond syllabus to 

incorporate more curiosity and hands-on with the subject. 

 Very good exposure to open source tools. 

 Buddy talks were organized to help current students on recent advances in research, 

Industry needs and area of expertise on courses like Data Structures, Algorithms, 

programming paradigm, useful resources in the web for self-learning in coding, Tips 

for cracking the technical / coding round test and many more. 

Based on the Student Feedback: 

 Mini project contact hours were increased as per the requirement of the semester. 

 Various technical event were organized to help current students to increase the 

problem solving ability and which indeed reframed and refined the Lab program 

questionnaires statements  

 As we maintain Career based tracks, the student were empowered with basic 

knowledge by including the very in-depth fundamental knowledge into the syllabus of 

respective subjects 

 



Based on the Course Coordinator Feedback: 

 As per the need of the BOS members, the COs and POs is mapped accordingly and 

also included in the syllabus and lesson plan for the better understanding  

 

 The members of BOS suggested to have a uniform format to represent the name of the 

textbook and reference books and also changed it as per IEEE standard format. 

 

 Advanced concepts relevant toindustry readiness and expectations are incorporated in 

the syllabus. Thereby Finite Automate and Formal Language course with JFLAP 

were included. 

 Mapping of PO-12 also addressed in the syllabus as per the needs  

 As suggested by the BOS members integrated courses were included in every 

semester. 

 To have a balance with the Theory and Lab courses per semester, accordingly the 

subject were swapped from and to as needed, here in specific Computer network from 

5th semester was pushed to sixth and JAVA and J2EE was moved to early semester. 

  The BOS members suggested that, they should be consistence with name of the 

subject and the syllabus in it. 

 Lastly , the member recommended to refined and reframe few of the syllabus in the 

curriculum: 

o Software Engineering and Best Practices  

o Database Management Systems 

o Operating Systems  

o Design and Analysis of Algorithm 

o Computer networks  

o Web and internet programming  

o JAVA and J2EE 

o Dataware Housing and Data Mining  

o File Structures 

o Cryptography and Network Security 

o Software Testing and Automation 

 

 


